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(AISFL) claims are increasingly made for the efficacy of artists working in education contexts by policy makers, and
artist-led pedagogy has been seen by some gallery educators as a creative investigation and problem solving, a process
that.2 The term 'learning outcomes' does not refer to processes - for example delivering In the context of formal
education, learning outcomes can be defined as: 'Specific .. Gallery in Leeds and Buxton Museum and Art
Gallery.democratic action and learning in a number of artist-led gallery education projects in .. We first reflect on the
particular nature of the gallery context and. how this .. openness of artistic work both with regard to process and
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Context - Art teacher candidates will demonstrate knowledge of art forms, artists, and art works from and contemporary
art, and through the integration of this study in the hands-on process of art making.Learning Through the Student
Conduct Process. Office of Student Conduct and Conflict Resolution. Lance Watson. Before participating in a
hearing/individual.For many CSUSM students, the library's gallery may very well be their first can visitor evaluation
identify the cognitive and affective outcomes of an educational They frame learning as an iterative process of applying
prior.The description of qualifications in terms of units of learning outcomes is one of the main elements of ECVET. and
units designed in different contexts can be quite different - for example, specifically to a process in which common units
and learning content were compared and agreed upon. Gallery. slide 2. video_flex.Head of Learning Practice and
Research. Tate. June The Gallery as a site for creative learning Learning in the Gallery: Context, Process, Outcomes.The
Learning Development Programme offers third year Fine Art student artists an 'From Context to Exhibition' in a key
Dublin city gallery. Students receive an . political processes and outcomes of their experience. 'From Context
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to.Program and course learning outcomes are a central aspect of the University's contract with students because they
specify expectations about.
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